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Some results concerning the operatorially irreducible, topologically irreducible, 
operatorially and topologically irreducible representations of a class of infinite- 
dimensional Lie algebras by bounded operators in a complex Banach space are 
obtained. 
Let M’ be a Lie algebra. s?’ is quasisolvable [8, 13) if M’ = CaE,, ,YJ, ?‘jj 
is a finite-dimensional solvable ideal of & for any a E /i. Obviously, a 
finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra is quasisolvable; a quasisolvable Lie 
algebra may be injlnite dimensional. In [9] we have proved that any 
completely irreducible representation of a quasisolvable Lie algebra by 
bounded operators on a complex Banach space .x‘ is of dimension ,<l. (A 
representation of group or algebra in Banach space X is called completely 
irreducible if its associative hull is weakly dense in the algebra of all 
bounded operators on X.) In [4] Gurarii gives a partial extention of this 
result proving that each operatorially and topologically irreducible represen- 
tation of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra by bounded operators on a 
complex Banach space is finite dimensional. (A representation T of group or 
algebra in Banach space ST is called topologically irreducible if there are no 
closed invariant to T subspaces of S, different from 0 and J%r. A represen- 
tation T of group or algebra in Banach space ST is called operatorially 
irreducible if its cornmutant (7’)’ in the algebra 27(S) of all bounded 
operators on 2-T, consists of scalar operators.) 
In [ 10, 111, we have proved some results concerning the topologically 
irreducible representations of a quasisolvable Lie algebra in a complex 
Banach space (such a representation by decomposable operators is one- 
spectral; such a representation by scalar generalized operators has the 
dimension <l). For the concepts of decomposable operator, scalar 
generalized operator and related matters we refer to [3]. A representation T 
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is one-spectral if the spectrum of any operator of T contains only one point. 
A partial extension of these results for topologically irreducible represen- 
tations of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra is given in [ 121. 
In what follows, we shall prove an extension of the results of [ 10, 111, for 
a class of a Lie algebras which may be of infinite dimension. As a particular 
case we obtain an extention of the above-mentioned results of [9] and [4]. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS. EXAMPLES 
In what follows, the dimension of the vector spaces is arbitrary; the cases 
when the dimension is finite will be especially mentioned. We recall some 
usual concepts and results. If &’ is a Lie algebra and 3’ c J, we denote 
(see PI), 
[S, 3]= 3’ = 3-C’), 3(n) = [S (n-1) g-o-1, ) 1, 
A Lie algebra & is solvable when &’ (n) = 0 for a certain n. An ideal 9 of 
_Q/ is primitive if the following implication is true: 
3’ ideal in &, [f,Y]cY”3fY. 
A primitive ideal of JXY contains any solvable ideal of s/. A Lie algebra is 
semisimple if it contains no nonzero solvable ideals. If any ideal of a Lie 
algebra is primitive, then the Lie algebra is semisimple (indeed, a primitive 
ideal of a Lie algebra Y contains any solvable ideal of Yp; but every ideal of 
9 is primitive, in particular (0) is primitive, hence any solvable ideal of P 
is equal to (0)). If _Y is a semisimple Lie algebra of finite dimension, then 
every ideal 3 of .Y is semisimple and 3 = 3’; hence every ideal of a finite- 
dimensional semisimple Lie algebra is primitive. 
Let F be a Lie algebra and 0 a Lie algebra morphism of Y. The Lie 
algebra 8(F) is semisimple iff ker 19 is a primitive ideal of 57. Indeed, the 
following implications hold: 
X solvable ideal of e(F) =+ there exists n E N, so that [&‘(.Y)]‘” c ker 0 
3’ ideal of F?, [Y, S-1 c ker 0 S. e(3) is a commutative ideal of 0(.!?). 
DEFINITION 1. A morphism B of a Lie algebra .!Y is semisimple if 0(.F) 
is a semisimple Lie algebra (equivalently ker 0 is a primitive ideal of F). 
If any ideal of cY’ is primitive, then any morphism of 3 is semisimple; 
every morphism of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra is semisimple. 
Every finite-dimensional semisimple representation of a Lie algebra is 
copletely reductive (Weyl’s theorem). 
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Now we define a class of Lie algebras; our purpose is to describe their 
irreducible representations in a complex Banach space. 
DEFINITION 2. A Lie algebra & is called LM-decomposable if we have 
d=.5F++F, .%=~CaEA’ 4&, 3” is finite-dimensional solvable ideal of .oi/’ 
for any a E ,4 and 3’ is a Lie algebra so that any ideal of .%’ is primitive. 
Obviously, every finite-dimensional Lie algebra is LM-decomposable 
(Levi-Malcev theorem); every quasisolvable Lie algebra is LM- 
decomposable (3 = (0)). Another example of an LM-decomposable Lie 
algebra is given by an ideally finite Lie algebra. 
A Lie algebra JX’ is called ideally finite [ 7] if .d = CnG,, ,P, and ,F(, is a 
finite-dimensional ideal of .oP for any a E/i. If #W, is the solvable radical of 
Fa, then ,W, is an ideal of s?’ and G(s’) = CaE,, , Y* is the unique maximal 
locally solvable ideal of XZ’ [7, Proposition 4.1 ]. It results, as a corollary of 
[ 7, Theorem 6.11. that there exists a Levi subalgebra ‘5 of .d. hence 
.a/’ = xae,, .Y, + 3, where .% is a semisimple Lie algebra. Obviously, .Z is 
ideally finite and (7, Theorem 4.81 shows that F is a direct sum of finite- 
dimensional simple ideals. Hence every ideal of .Z is primitive (if .Y is an 
ideal of .Y we have 3’ = 2”, because .3’ is direct sum of finite-dimensional 
simple ideals). Hence, an ideally finite Lie algebra is LM-decomposable. 
Remark. Clearly B(d) is LM-decomposable for every LM- 
decomposable Lie algebra ,u?’ and every Lie algebra morphism 0 of .w”. 
The following is similar to the concept of quasisolvable Lie algebra. 
DEFINITION 3. A Lie algebra 9I is quasinilpotent if !JI = Cne,, .m, where 
,Ya is a finite-dimensional ideal of ‘3 and adx I-4;, is nilpotent for any .Y E IIZ 
and aEn. 
Obviously, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(n,,) ‘3 is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra, 
h> s= LA &, Za are finite-dimensional nilpotent ideals of ‘9I, 
(nJ 9l is ideally finite and every finite-dimensional ideal of ‘!I is 
nilpotent, 
(n,) 9I is ideally finite and adx / 3’ is nilpotent for every x E 9I and 
every finite-dimensional ideal 7 of ‘3. 
A finite-dimensional quasinilpotent Lie algebra is nilpotent; a 
quasinilpotent Lie algebra is quasisolvable (hence LM-decomposable); a 
homomorphic image of a quasinilpotent Lie algebra is quasinilpotent. It is 
easy to prove 
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THEOREM 1. If (Jz is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra and 3 t R is afinite- 
dimensional ideal of fl, then there exist TO, J’,, S;,..., 4;, such that 
0 = T0 c S; c . . . c Tk c + +. c S;, = Y, dim Jjk = k, [%, 3$] c &- 1 for 
every k = l,..., n. 
Proof: x--1 adx ( f is a morphism of Lie algebras. Because 
dim f < +co, it follows that {adx ] 3; x E ‘9I} is a finite-dimensional 
nilpotent Lie algebra and the proof results by virtue of Engel’s classical 
theorem. 
2. THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF AN LM-DECOMPOSABLE 
LIE ALGEBRA BY BOUNDED OPERATORS ON A BANACH SPACE 
We begin with a characterisation of the operatorially irreducible represen- 
tations (particularly completely irreducible) of quasinilpotent Lie algebras by 
bounded operators on a complex Banach space. 
Let X be a complex Banach space, 9(S) the Lie algebra of all bounded 
operators on %([A, B] = AB - BA). We denote by C the field of complex 
numbers and by Z the identity on 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let ‘3 c 9(X) be a quasinilpotent Lie subalgebra of 
.9(S). If the center of R is scalar (Z, = (IZ(Z)I},,~~, A(z) E C), then !V is 
scalar. 
Proof. If Z, = (O}, then VI = (0) by virtue of Engel’s theorem mentioned 
before. Let now Z,= (AZ}AGc. Obviously, for any finite-dimensional ideal 7 
of %, Y = f + Z, is a finite-dimensional solvable ideal of ‘J1. There exists 
by 151, a linear form x: X-1 C and (6,) cX, ]]&]] = 1, so that 
for every r E X. (1) 
Obviously, x 1 [Y-,9-] = 0. Then it follows x 1 Z,n [S,S] = 0. But 
&I= bwA,C* Hence, z,n [Y, 4-I = 0. We obtain Z,n [.7,7] = 0 for 
every finite-dimensional ideal 7 of 9I, because 17, Y] = [S, S]. Finally it 
follows that, 
z,n I!R,lR] =o. (2) 
Let S, = T0 + Z, (where !R = Cut,, s&; see Definition 3). We have by (2), 
z,n[s,,s]=o. 
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Then there exists the following decomposition of CP, in a direct sum of 
vector spaces: 
(3) 
The inclusion &, 3 [S,, YI], shows that S,, is an ideal of !R; Z, , the 
center of &,, is invariant to any derivation of Sal. But !R”‘is a 
quasinilpotent Lie algebra; hence adx / Z, is nilpotent for any x E 3. If 
Z, # 0, it follows by Engel’s classical theG;em (dim Z, < +co) that there 
exi& r, such that 0 # rl E Z, and adx(r,) = 0 for ani’x E R By (3) we 
deduce r, 6? Z,; so, we can f%nd r, such that Of r, E Z, and r, 6!! Z,, 
contradictory. Hence Z, = 0, so that .P,, = 0 by virtue of Engel’s theorem. 
Then, by (3) we have 2, = Z, for every a E/i, so that YI = Z, and the 
proof is finished. 
As a corollary, we obtain 
THEOREM 2’. Each operatorially irreducible representation of a 
quasinilpotent Lie algebra by bounded operators in a complex Banach space 
is scalar (p(x) = A(x J(x) E C). 
In the following some results will be given concerning the irreducible LM- 
decomposable Lie subalgebras in 2’(X); these results lead in an obvious 
manner to the results concerning the irreducible representations of an LM- 
decomposable Lie algebra by bounded operators in a complex Banach space. 
The following results will be used in the proofs: 
LEMMA 1. If A, B E 9(.S), [A, B] = LB, A # 0. then B is nilpotent. 
The proof is well known (see, e.g., [9]), 
LEMMA 2. If 11 is a Lie subalgebra of 9’(.%“), F is an ideal of ‘u and 
. I = (Q E SF / Q nilpotent } c Z, (the center of GY), then -4 - is an ideal of ‘11 
(in particular, if%? is commutative, then ~ #‘- is an ideal of ‘11). 
Proof Because ,4’- is commutative it follows that . # is a vector space. 
For XE ‘u. and Q E&4”, we have 
IX Ql = A, [A,Ql=O, 
because Q is an ideal and -4“~ Z,. Then, by [ 11, Propositions 11, it follows 
that A is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 3. Let VI be a Lie subalgebra of 5?‘(Z) and 3 a finite- 
dimensional ideal of U, so that adX ] 3 is nilpotent for every X E ‘LI. Then, 
one of the following assertions is true: 
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(i) [Q, 3’1 = Ofir every Q nilpotent, Q E ‘3, 
(ii) there exists a Q, nilpotent, 0 # Q, E Z, (7 3”. 
This lemma is [ 11, Proposition 21. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ‘3 be a Lie subalgebra of .9(S) and {&) an 
increasing sequence of ideals of 9I, dim & = n for every n; then for every n, 
one of the following assertions is true: 
Cj) adX / J is nilpotent for every X E ‘11, 
(jj) there exists an N, 0 # Jv^ c [U, &I, a commutative ideal of 2I so 
that every A E JV is a nilpotent operator, 
(jjj) there exists a Q, 0 # Q E & ~7 Z,, Q nilpotent. 
Proof The proof is an adaptation of the proof of [ 11, Proposition 3). 
The conclusion is true for n = 1. Indeed, if A, E ?I, CA, = 4;, then 
[X, A i] = I1(X)A i , n(X) E C for any X E ‘$I. If (j) and (jjj) are not true for 
n = 1, there exists X E ?I so that n(X) # 0. Hence A i is nilpotent in virtue of 
Lemma 1 and M= 4; verifies (jj). 
Now let us suppose the conclusion of the proposition true for n. It will be 
proved that it is true for n + 1. The following case remains to be studied: Cj) 
holds for &, Cjj) and (jjj) are not true for any k, 1 < k < n. In this case, let 
A “+, be so that & +CA,+, =&+i, For any XE U we can write, 
The equality A,,+ i(X) = 0, f or any X E ?I, shows that (j) holds for &+ , . 
Only one case remains to be studied, namely, the case when there exists 
X, E ‘u so that A,, + ,(X0) # 0. H ere, from (4) and by the induction hypothesis 
we deduce 
Of (adX,)“+‘(A,+,)=l,+,(X,)(adX,)“(A,+,)~~. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, A;+, = (adXJ(A,+ ,) is nilpotent. Obviously, 
O+A;+, 6Z Zn. Because (jjj) is not true for Tn, one obtains by Lemma 3 the 
following implication: 
Q E ‘?I, Q nilpotent * Q commutes with Zn. 
Particularly, AA+ 1 commutes with Tn, hence A;+ i commutes with &+ , 
(3n+,=3n+CAA+,, becauseA:,+, 6?J 3”). It follows that Q commutes with 
AA+, for any QE&+l, Q nilpotent. The above implication shows that Q 
commutes with 7”. Hence 
QE4+,, Q nilpotent * Q commutes with .Jn + , . 
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Then, 
Therefore 0 # A :, + i E N“, hence ,k‘ # 0. From Lemma 2, we deduce that. 1 
is a commutative ideal of 3, because [VI, &+ ,] is an ideal of 3. Hence we 
found . + ., 0 z~4-c [?I, &+ ,] a commutative ideal of ‘u, consisting of 
nilpotent operators; (jj) is true for n + 1 and the proposition is proved. 
As a corollary we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let .S? c .5?(S) be a quasisolvable Lie subalgebra of 
.t~9(~%:‘), i.e., 9 = Caen &for solvable ideals ,~7,. Then one of the following 
statements is true for any a E A: 
(1) adX ) ,W, is nilpotent for every X E :&, 
(11) there exists ,.4 -, 0 f-4 ‘C [SF, &l, L ,I . is a commutative ideal of 
‘u, consisting of nilpotent operators, 
(111) there exists Q, Q nilpotent, 0 # Q E <TO f’~ Z,. 
ProoJ As a consequence of Lie’s classical theorem, for every a E A we 
can find 
3’: ideal of ,Z, dim 3’; = k, for every k and the proof is a result of 
Proposition 1. 
Let now 2l be an M&decomposable Lie subalgebra of .3($‘). Let the 
decomposition of U be ‘u = 9 + cV’, 9’ = Caen. & as in Definition 2. We 
denote. 
Because dim 3, < +co, dim 9’= < +co and 9’a is a solvable ideal of VI,, it 
is well known that the nil-radical of the associative algebra generated by 3, 
contains [a,, >$%a1 ( see [2, Corollary 2, Theorem 8, Section 5, Chap. II]). 
Then it is easy to show that [Ta, U] is a finite-dimensional nilpotent ideal of 
3. We denote, 
and let q be the semisimple representation of Y given by g -+ adg 1 7a (by 
virtue of Definition 2 every ideal of 9 is primitive, hence every morphism of 
.V is semisimple). The Lie algebra {adg 1 J; g E ,V} is of finite dimension 
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and semisimple. According to Weyl’s theorem, .5Sa splits into the direct sum, 
sg, 9: vector spaces which are invariant to adg for any g E F’, 
adg ] 9: = 0 for any g E 59 and n,,, ker(adg ] 9:) = 0. 
Let Z, be the center of ga. By Lemma 3 one of the following statements 
is true: 
(1) Q E Z, for every Q E ga, Q nilpotent, 
(2) there exists Q nilpotent, 0 # Q E Z,. 
Obviously there are two possibilities: 59: f 0 or 9: = 0. If 9: # 0, then 
Lemma 1 shows that there exists in 9: nonzero nilpotent operators. In this 
case, (1) or (2) shows that there exists nonzero nilpotent operators in the 
center of Sa. Obviously Z, is an ideal of ‘?I and by Lemma 2 we deduce that 
J$ = {Q E Z, / Q nilpotent } 
is an ideal o ‘u, Jtr, # 0. Hence 9: # 0 implies the following assertion: 
there exists a finite-dimensional commutative nonzero ideal of 2I 
consisting of nilpotent operators. (N) 
If 9’: = 0, we have .59* = 9:; hence, 
IF’, [%411 =a (5) 
since 9 is quasisolvable, there follows by Proposition 2 one of the following 
statements: 
(a) adX ] s& is nilpotent for every X E 9, 
(b) there exists Jy, a comutative ideal of 9, consisting of nilpotent 
operators, 0 # JV c [.9,4&], 
(c) there exists Q nilpotent, 0 # Q E Z, n Ja. 
If (a) holds we deduce by Lemma 3 one of the following assertions: 
(ai) [Q, 4&] = 0 for any Q E 9, Q nilpotent, 
(a2) there exists Q nilpotent, 0 # Q E Z, n &. 
Hence 9’: = 0 implies one of the assertions (a,), (b), (c). If (b) holds, we 
deduce by (5) that .X is an ideal of %I; hence we have (N). If (c) holds, we 
deduce by Lemma 2 that 0 # {Q 1 Q nilpotent, Q E 2%) is a linite- 
dimensional ideal of ‘II; hence we have (N). We obtain for a fixed a E .4, two 
possibilities: either (N) holds, or [F’, [‘u, s&l] = 0, 5%’ verifies (a,), adX ( Ta 
is nilpotent for any X E 9. Then, for 2l we have the following two 
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possibilities: assertion (N) holds, or for any a E A we have I$“‘, [?I,& ] ] = 0. 
,5? verifies (a,) and adX ] & is nilpotent for any X E .5%‘. In the second case 
we can eliminate the situation when 9 contains nonzero nilpotent operators. 
Indeed, by (a,) for any o[ E A we can find .W = Ci=, ,4& a finite- 
dimensional ideal of ‘u so that Z, n 5’ contains nonzero nilpotent operators 
and by Lemma 2, 
0 # {Q I Q nilpotent, Q E Z,,l 
is a finite-dimensional ideal of ‘ZI, hence (N) holds. If .$ contains-no nonzero 
nilpotent operators we obtain [F, P7a] = 0 for any (I E A. Indeed, we can 
write by virtue of the semisimplicity of the representation g + adg 1 ,Tn, 
g E .F, ,7,=.-q +.w;, adg 13: = 0 for any gE .Y=‘ and 
npEF ker(adg j 7:) = 0. Since 5? contains no nonzero nilpotent operators, 
by Lemma 1 we deduce 7: = 0, so [F, & ] = 0 for any a E A. We obtain 
THEOREM 3. If ‘u c 2?(K) is an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of 
.9(S), and ‘?I = 2 + .% is a decomposition of ?I, then one of the following 
statements is true: 
(I) there exists L + ‘, a finite-dimensional commutative nonzero ideal of 
3, consisting of nilpotent operators, 
(II) 1.‘~. .R I = 0, .R is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra and .@ contains no 
nonzero nilpotent operators. 
In particular, this theorem is true for ideally finite Lie algebras. On the 
other hand, we obtain in case (I) a closed subspace of ,%?-‘ which is invariant 
to ?I: o#s~=nQ,.fl kerQ#.%, .X,=sO, AX,c&, for any AE’LI. 
Clearly we obtain the following irreducible variant of Theorem 3: 
THEOREM 3’. If U c 3’(S) is an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of 
.59(S) which is topologically irreducible and ?I= 9 + .F is a decomposition. 
then 9 is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra, .R contains no nonzero nilpotent 
operators, and (F”, 91 = 0. 
By Theorems 3’ and 2 we deduce the following theorem which contains 
[ 9. Theorem 1; 4, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 4. If 2I c 9(26) is an LM-decomposable, topologically and 
operatorially irreducible Lie subalgebra of 9(X), then U = .%” or 
‘u. = CI + .%, where F is a semisimple Lie algebra. 
Proof Let 2I = $’ + F be a decomposition of ‘?I given by Definition 2. 
Because ‘?I is topologically irreducible, we deduce by Theorem 3’. 
[.F, %a] = 0 and 9 is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra. Obviously Z2c Z,. But 
U is operatorially irreducible, hence Z, = 0 or Z,, = GI. By Theorem 2 we 
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obtain 9 = 0 or 9 = CI, because 9 is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra. This 
theorem is true for an ideally finite Lie algebra; when dim ‘u ( +co, this 
theorem is [4, Theorem 21. 
3. TOPOLOGICALLY IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
LM-DECOMPOSABLE LIE ALGEBRAS BY 
BOUNDED OPERATORS WITH SPECIAL SPECTRAL PROPERTIES 
In what follows, the operators with special spectral properties will be 
decomposable operators, scalar generalized operators [ 31 and compact 
operators. 
THEOREM 5. Let ‘u c B’(X) be an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of 
9(2?), and ‘?I = 9 + F a decomposition of ‘u. If 9 contains only decom- 
posable operators, then one of the following assertions is true: 
(I) there exists a nonzero commutativefinite-dimensional ideal of ‘3, 
consisting of nilpotent operators, 
(II,) there exists an A E 9 with nontrivial maximal spectral spaces 
which are invariant to ?I, 
(II,) [F,9] =o; 9 is a quasinilpotent Lie algebra, 9 contains no 
nonzero nilpotent operators and 9 is one spectral. 
We recall that a subset !lJI c 9(5?7) is one-spectral if the spectrum of any 
operator of 1132 contains only one point. 
Proof. Assertion (II) of Theorem 3, Section 2, splits into (II,) and (II,) 
by virtue of Proposition 3.2, Chapter I and Lemma 4.3, Chapter II of 131, 
because the operators of 9 are decomposable. Obviously, the topologically 
irreducible variant of this theorem is clear. 
The nilpotence property of the quasinilpotent scalar generalized operators 
leads to 
THEOREM 6. Let U c 9(S) be an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of 
9(X), and ‘?I = 5%’ + 55 a decomposition of U. If the center of 9 contains 
only scalar generalized operators, then one of the following assertions is true: 
(I) there exists a nonzero commutative finite-dimensional ideal of 2I, 
consisting of nilpotent operators, 
(III) there exists A E Z, with nontrivial maximal spectral spaces 
which are invariant to U, 
(II”) 9 is scalar (9 = (A(r)I}, n(r) E C). 
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Proof By virtue of Theorem 3, Section 2, it remains to study the case 
when assertion (II) is true. We have 0 # 2, c 2, or 9 = 0 because 9 is a 
quasinilpotent Lie algebra and [Y, 91 = 0. If .2 # 0, there are two 
possibilities: 
(a) there exists an r E Z, so that the spectrum o(r) contains at least 
two points. 
(b) u(r) = (A(r)}, n(r) E C for any r E Z,. 
If (a), we have (II,) as in the proof of the preceding theorem. If (b), we can 
write 
r = 4r)Z + Q,; ,4(r) E C, Q, nilpotent operator, for any r E Z~,. 
If there exists an r E Z, with Q, # 0, then we have (I). Hence it remains to 
study the case when Z,= {,I(r)Z},,,,. But in this case Theorem 2, 
Section 2 shows that 9 = (,I(r)Z),,,, J(r) E 6: hence we have (II”). 
The irreducible variant of this theorem is 
THEOREM 6’. Let 9l c 5?(S) be an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of 
.9(S). Zf the operators of Z, (the center of the solvable part of U) are 
scalar generalized operators and U is topologically irreducible, then ‘11= .B 
or U = CZ + F, where F is a semisimple Lie algebra. 
Finally we shall study the case when ‘u contains a nonzero compact 
operator. Let ‘?I c A?(s) be an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of A?(-$). 
so that, 
.Xx = (K E ‘111 K compact operator )# 0. 
Let 2l= 9 + Y be a decomposition of ‘11. We shall analyse the case when 9 
is not scalar. By Theorem 3, Section 2, we have (I) or (II). If we have (II). 
by Theorem 2, Section 2, we deduce that Z, is not scalar. But [.V’, .5? ] = 0; 
hence Z, c Z, and there exists a nonscalar A, E Za. Particularly, A, 
commutes with a nonzero compact operator because 0 # ..Y% c 9I. We have 
proved 
THEOREM 7. Let ‘?I c 59(X), be an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of’ 
.59(S), and let 9l = 9 + .% be a decomposition of VI. Zf ‘11 contains a nonzero 
compact operator, then one of the following assertions is true: 
(1) ‘u = .% or 11= CZ + 9, where ,F is a semisimple Lie algebra. 
(2) 0 # 9 # CZ and one of the following statements is true: 
(2,) there exists a nonscalar A,, E Z,, such that A, commutes 
with a nonzero compact operator, 
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(2J there exists a commutative nonzero finite-dimensional ideal 
of ‘u, consisting of nilpotent operators. 
The irreducible variant of this theorem is an easy consequence of 
Lomonosov’s theorem [6]. 
THEOREM 7’. Let ‘u c &ST) be an LM-decomposable Lie subalgebra of 
9(S) with a decomposition 9 + 3’. If ‘u contains a compact nonzero 
operator and ‘u is topologically’ irreducible, then ‘3 = .F” or ‘LI = CZ + 57, 
where 5’ is a semisimple Lie algebra and in addition 5%’ = (0) or 9 = CZ. 
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